
REGULATORY ASPECTS OF WHEAT
TRADE, INCLUDING HARMONIZATION OF
FORTIFIED WHEAT FLOUR STANDARDS,

TO SCALE UP TRADE FLOWS AND TO
FURTHER INDUSTRY DEVELOPMENT
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Objective

Review legislation (laws, decrees, regulations and
standards), policies in the Central Asian economies
(Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, Tajikistan, Uzbekistan) and
in Pakistan and Afghanistan governing wheat flour
trade and turnover, its fortification, as of

- October 2015

- One year later
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METHODOLOGY
Legislation governing turnover and fortification of wheat flour (laws,
governmental decrees, official acts (orders and instructions) and other
regulations (technical regulations, standards, technical standards,
guidelines) were identified and studied

Appropriate national strategies and state-run programs were identified and
studied

Tax legislation and appropriate import ad export legislation was studied

Select countries were visited; Uzbekistan legislation was subjected to a
documentary analysis only (2015)

Consultations were held with technical experts, government representatives,
regulatory agencies, donor organizations, and partners to obtain a second
opinion, practical part analysis and proposals generation
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Findings as of

October 2015
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Food Fortification Legislation
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Mandatory Legislation (October 2015)
Mandatory food fortification is the proven and preferred strategy for
prevention and control of nutritive microelement deficiency.
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Food Fortification Legislation
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Food Fortification Standards
These national standards apply to mandatory and voluntary food
fortification (in those countries with no mandatory legislation)
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TAXES AND BENEFITS
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TAXES, DUTIES, BENEFITS
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Changes

(September 2016)
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KAZAKHSTAN

Mandatory Legislation Wheat flour of
- premium grade
- first grade,
sold in the Republic of Kazakhstan,
is subject to mandatory fortification with iron-containing vitamins, minerals and
other substances

Article 160 of the Code of the Republic of Kazakhstan
“On Public Health and Healthcare System” (as amended as of 21.04.2016)
dated 18 September 2009 No. 193-IV

Technical Standards Standards revision work is underway:
1) Standard of the Republic of Kazakhstan (draft) “Fortified Low Extraction
Bread Flour”
2) Standard of the Republic of Kazakhstan (draft) “Fortified High Extraction
Bread Flour”

Premix Taxation High taxes and duties imposed on imported premixes (23%)

Production Incentive There are technical capabilities but no financial incentives (low margin, anti-
competition concerns)
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KYRGYZSTAN

Mandatory
Legislation

To fortify flour, flour mills shall use vitamin-mineral or mineral additives permitted for
use in the Kyrgyz Republic by the authorized governmental health agency.
Equipment, materials and raw products required for production of fortified flour shall
meet the requirements of the relevant technical regulation of the Kyrgyz Republic.
Premium and first grade bread flour is subject to mandatory fortification.
Imported premium and first grade flour shall be fortified in accordance with the relevant
technical regulation.
Fortified flour shall be imported to the Kyrgyz Republic according to the procedure set
forth by the laws of the Kyrgyz Republic.

Article 10 of the Law of the Kyrgyz Republic “On bread flour fortification”
dated 11 March 2009 No. 78

Technical Standards There are national standards in place.
The country takes part in the fortified wheat flour standards harmonization efforts.

Premix Taxation Imported premixes are taxed with a 12% VAT

Production Incentive Internal wheat flour demand is partly satisfied at the expense of the Kazakh import.
Taxes and other benefits granted to the fortified flour producers and suppliers are not
considerable to boost competition against the Kazakh non-fortified flour exporters.
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TAJIKISTAN
Mandatory Legislation A regulatory act is being actively developed to govern mandatory wheat flour

fortification

It is determined at the delegated legislation level that wheat flour of
- premium grade
- first grade

sold in the Republic of Tajikistan,
is subject to mandatory fortification with iron-containing vitamins, minerals and
other substances.

Technical Standards Effective this March, work has been started to revise the national standard for
fortified flour; the country is moving towards adoption of an agreed harmonized
standard.

Premix Taxation Prohibitive (23.9%) to relaunch wheat flour fortification program

Production Incentive There is no financial incentives sufficient for fortification (low margin, anti-
competition concerns).
Imposition of fortification costs on the consumers is regarded as politically
unacceptable.
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UZBEKISTAN

Mandatory Legislation First grade wheat flour may be produced and sold only after fortification with
micronutrients.

Resolution of the Cabinet of Ministers of Uzbekistan
“On measures aimed at implementation of the Law

of the Republic of Uzbekistan “On Micronutrient
Deficiency Prevention Among Population”

dated 23.11.2010 No. 260

Technical Standards There are national standards in place.
The country takes part in the fortified wheat flour standards harmonization
efforts.

Production Incentive There are mechanisms for stimulation of domestic flour production
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PAKISTAN
Mandatory Legislation As of today, wheat flour fortification is not required except in Punjab

Technical Standards There are several standards of wheat flour fortification that were rejected by
various regulatory structures

Legal Monitoring and Legislative
Execution

Wheat flour:
Overlapping responsibilities of authorities
No reliable production and quality assurance data
Weak quality control at the chakkis (45% of supplies)
Branding is not duly regulated
Edible oil:
Weak enforcement of laws and standards
Small refineries (33% of supplies) are not regulated
Weak guarantees and quality control
Overlapping responsibilities of authorities

Premix Taxation Government accepted proposal to exempt vitamin premixes and microelements
from customs duties and sales tax. This will be implemented shortly.

Production Incentive Wheat flour price is politically sensitive, fortification is regarded not practical.
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AFGHANISTAN
Mandatory Legislation Standards have been adopted by the Afghan National Standards Authority (ANSA) for

wheat flour and edible oil fortification, but without mandatory application.

Legal Monitoring and Legislative
Execution

There are no food quality assurance institutions
Considerable amount of imported wheat flour and edible oil is unregulated
Quality is not assured statutorily
Brands are not regulated by the state
Weak coordination of public responsibilities (healthcare, commerce, finance) in respect
of data management, quality assurance, licensing and enforcement.
Premixes are only available through international programs (not in open market)
Licenses are not tracked for compliance with ANSA standards

Premix Taxation High customs duties on imported premixes (25%)

Production Incentive As of today, there are no state incentives to stimulate production of fortified wheat flour
and edible oil.
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GENERAL CONCLUSIONS

Regulatory framework is being formed which will govern mandatory
wheat flour fortification (Tajikistan)

Work is underway to alleviate vitamin complex import taxes (Pakistan)

Work has been started to revise and streamline, in accordance with
WHO recommendations (2009), the existing fortification standards. This
work aims at dealing with flour fortification and cross-border trade
facilitation

Regional consultations are being held of representatives of the Central
Asian economies (Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, Tajikistan and Uzbekistan)
and of Pakistan and Afghanistan
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Thank you!
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